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Dear Collector
Activities at the Mint.

It only seems like yesterday I was wishing all
readers a Happy New Year, and here we are
past the half way mark of 2008.
Refurbishment of the Mint is progressing
well and I believe on completion we will
have one of the best coin production
facilities in the world.
The July Mint Issue features some truly exciting
coin releases. The Mary MacKillop $1 coin
begins our Inspirational Australians series.
This new series will highlight the extraordinary
contributions made to Australian society by
seven impressive individuals.
A $5 coin celebrating the 100th anniversary
of Sir Donald Bradman’s birth will also feature
in this edition. ‘The Don’ is still revered for his
incredible batting averages and this will again
be a very important Bradman collectible.

The Mint at MDC, Busan, Korea.

One coin that will certainly stir up plenty
of memories is a new 50 cent uncirculated
coin honouring the 25th anniversary of
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Australia II winning the America’s Cup.
I certainly remember the valiant crew that
fought against insurmountable odds, both
at sea and in the court room. Their efforts
brought to an end America’s 132 year winning
streak. The ‘M’ for Melbourne $1 privymark
coin also makes its long awaited appearance.
Standing proudly next to the ‘B’ and ‘S’
privymarks and alongside the ‘C’ mintmark,
completing the Coat of Arms $1 uncirculated
coins for 2008.
We also include: a limited number of
montages showcasing notes and coins from
Australian decimal currency; the new 2008
Christmas medallion; and of course all the
new releases thus far in 2008.
Happy collecting

Janine Murphy
CEO, Royal Australian Mint

Off the Presses
The Royal Australian Mint continues to visit
major coin shows throughout Australia
and the world. So far, we have exhibited
at the: Berlin World Money Fair; the Royal
Easter Show in Sydney; Brisbane ANDA and
in August we will attend the World’s Fair
of Money in Baltimore USA. We certainly
take pride in showcasing our incredible
coins to both Australian and international
numismatists wherever we are. It is
satisfying to know that Royal Australian Mint
coins are recognised for their quality, design

elements and overall finish, and as an avid
coin collector you should feel proud of your
Royal Australian Mint collection as much as
we are.
Some readers will notice in
sections of the May and July
Mint Issues we have included
this symbol. This image is to highlight
to readers a detail not to be missed such
as discounts, low mintages, low prices,
limited stock quantities and precious
metal inclusions.
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2008 $1 Uncirculated Mary MacKillop Coin
Inspirational Australians – Education
Australia is truly blessed with a diverse group of people that have
inspired a nation so we have introduced the Inspirational Australians
$1 coin series.
The first coin will recognise Mary MacKillop, a staunch and often
rebellious champion of Christianity with a determination to provide
education in Australia.
Mary Mackillop dedicated her life to the Sisters of St Joseph,
the first religious order to be founded by an Australian. Despite a
vow of poverty and dependence on Divinity, Mary managed to make
education available to the poor and the marginalised people of
rural Australia. She would often follow farmers, railway workers, and
miners into isolated areas and endure the same hardships whilst
educating their children. By 1877 over forty schools were in operation
in South Australia, Queensland and New South Wales. Today there are
MacKillop schools in almost all states of Australia.
The $1 uncirculated coin features an image of Mary Mackillop with a
guiding hand on the future generation. A matt finish creates a special
aura allowing the design to be highly visible, certainly a worthy coin
with which to launch this inspirational series.
Price (inc GST):

$12.95

801956

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald
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2008 $5 Uncirculated Coin
100th Anniversary of
Sir Donald Bradman’s birth
Celebrating what would have been
Sir Donald Bradman’s greatest century,
100 years since the birth of a man that
is generally acknowledged as the greatest
batsman of all time.
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The Century of Centuries
The story of the young Donald George Bradman, born in the NSW
country town of Cootamundra on 27 August 1908, practising alone
with a golf ball and stump, is now imbedded in Australian and
international folklore.
His meteoric rise from bush cricket to the test arena and the
countless records he set, some of which still stand, are testament
to this Australian cricketing legend.
This commemorative $5 coin measures 38.74mm in diameter.
The design captures ‘The Don’ in a familiar pose; saluting the crowd
after making yet another century – 211 centuries in total in fact.
As an avid coin collector, you would be aware of the popularity of
past Bradman coins released by the Royal Australian Mint. The 2008
$5 coin is again destined to become a favourite and much sought
after for many years to come.
Very reasonably priced and with no purchase limits, they are
the perfect gift for Fathers Day, birthdays, and the cricket tragic.
If you are one of the select few that already own previously released
Bradman coins, then this coin will be a wonderful addition to your
Bradman collection.
For a bit of fun visit www.greatestcentury.com.au and view our
special Bradman website, where you can compare modern cricket
players’ statistics against ‘The Don’s’.
Price (inc GST):

$18.75

801642

Nominal Specifications: $5, Al/Br, 20 g, 38.74 mm, Uncirculated, V. Gottwald

Great Fathers Day Gift
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Start your gold
collection today!
These collectible gold coins are rapidly
becoming very popular amongst the
younger coin gift buyers and experienced
coin collectors throughout the world –
perhaps because they make brilliant
gifts for 21st birthdays!
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$5 Gold Proof Coin Series
Get into the gold market with some of the world’s smallest legal
tender coins. These miniature coins feature characters created
by the Royal Australian Mint are only 14 mm in diameter
and produced in 1/25 of an ounce of pure Australian gold.
The Royal Australian Mint will release a total of six coins in this
special collection over the next two years.
The first two gold coins in the series are Binny Bilby and Kip Koala.
Their other bush mates will be released in 2009 and 2010.
Join the club and receive exclusive Dinkum deals.
Go to www.ramint.gov.au for details.
Priced at only $95.00 each, and with a worldwide mintage of 10,000
these coins are great value. Gold coins make the perfect gift for
christenings, birthdays and every special milestone along the way.
They are an inexpensive entry into the gold market, and a worthy
addition to your gold coin collection.

ORDER TODAY – NO PURCHASE LIMITS!
Buy one of each character in this release and get free delivery
anywhere in Australia!

2008 $5 Gold Proof Coin
Price (inc GST): $95.00
$5 Kip Koala 801599, $5 Binny Bilby 801699
Nominal Specifications: $5, Au 99.99%, 1/25 Troy Oz, 14.00 mm, Proof, 10,000, Royal Australian Mint Designers

Actual Size

14 mm

14 mm
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CENTENARY OF
AUSTRALIAN QUARANTINE
2008 marks 100 years since the introduction of the Quarantine Act 1908.
This Act provided the legislative basis for human, plant and animal
quarantine activities in Australia and it meant so much more to our
primary industries and economy because of the protection it gave to
our livelihoods from exotic pests and diseases.
This symbolic $1 uncirculated coin acknowledges the extraordinary
work and commitment of the thousands of staff who inspect and
clear millions of passenger items, ships, mail items, cargo containers,
plants, animals and live imports and exports each year.
The coin design features a luggage bag shaped as Australia, with
stickers representing the key hazards and protection issues.
Also featured on the coin and the packaging, is an Australian Quarantine
and Inspection Service detector dog. These Beagles are selected because
of their friendly nature and their extraordinary sense of smell.

ANOTHER GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR $1 COLLECTION

2008 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Price (inc GST): $12.95 802140
Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, W. Pietranik
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2008 50 cent Uncirculated Coin
Who would have ever imagined that in September 1983, Australia II
bearing the sail number KA-6, featuring Ben Lexen’s innovated but
contentious winged keel, could sail its way into Australian sporting
history and the hearts of an entire nation.
To celebrate the 25th Anniversary of winning what was then the most
unobtainable piece of sporting silverware in history, our inspired coin
designers and sculptors have captured Australia II under full sail.
The 50 cent uncirculated coin design shows the starboard side of the
vessel with spinnaker and mainsail carrying the boat to victory. A unique
magnified underwater view captures the controversial winged keel
as taken from technical drawings.
A very exciting feature that makes this a truly remarkable collector item is
the packaging. The blister card transforms into your very own winged keel.
This will perfectly display the 50 cent coin and keep it shipshape for many
years to come.

COME ABOARD AND SAIL AWAY WITH THIS UNIQUE
TRIBUTE COIN.
Price (inc GST):

$7.95

802321

Nominal Specifications: 50c, Cu/Ni, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, C. Goodall
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2007 $1 Uncirculated Coins
With younger collectors in mind, these colourful coins are brought to
life using a combination of minting and pad printing innovation.
Our designs capture the distinctive inhabitants of shallow water grasses,
sponge gardens and the deep ocean floor. The Bigbelly Seahorse is
unique among sea creatures, as it is the male species that becomes
pregnant. The Biscuit Star is resplendent in its brilliant red-orange
plates on a white background. The Bannerfish with its graceful long
dorsal filament and of course the Great White shark, big, mean and
powerful, one of the most feared creatures on earth.
This collection makes an excellent gift idea as a complete set or
individually, an inexpensive way of starting or adding to your
$1 collection.
Price (inc GST): $14.95
Bigbelly Seahorse 802448, Biscuit Star 802446,
Longfin Bannerfish 802450, White Shark 802444.
Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Pad Printed, Unlimited, RAM Designers
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2008 $1 Uncirculated Coins
Our newest full colour pad printed coins are ready to shine. We are
again delighted with the finished product and of the creativity this
technique allows. Following on from our very popular Ocean Series,
we bring life to the Land Series.
The Land Series will showcase unique Australian bush animals.
First one of the most internationally recognised and adored Australian
animals, the Koala and the equally famous Wombat. A further four
coins will be released in the next 12 months featuring our unique and
unusual fauna.
As with all our pad printed coins, a highly detailed sculpted design is struck
on the coin first and then we skilfully pad print a colour image directly
onto the raised coin surface. This technique is testament to the Royal
Australian Mint’s high standards as it is rarely attempted by other Mints.
All Land Series coins are packaged for presentation in a blister card and
feature real and interesting facts about their breed and species. See for
yourself the perfect blend of craftsmanship and art, and start your or a
family Land Series $1 coin collection today!
Price (inc GST): $14.95
$1 Koala 802452, $1 Wombat 802454
Nominal Specifications: $1, Al / Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Pad Printed, Unlimited, S. Foster
* These images have been closely reproduced to match the finished product;
however there may be variances between printed advertising images and
finished products.

Parents & Grandparents – Remember your very
first collector coin?
The Land Series and Ocean Series coins are a great way to introduce
children to coin collecting. This could be one of their favourite
childhood memories.
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2008 Christmas
Medallion - Three Kings
Christmas in July
The precise beginnings of Christmas in July is not totally clear,
but this simple idea is enjoyed by many Australians who like to
remember or imagine what the northern hemisphere experiences
at Christmas time. This tradition is now quite entrenched with the
Australian snowfields all offering special events connected with their
own Christmas in July celebrations.
Continuing the Tree of Memories series, we now release the
2008 Christmas Medallion. This series encompasses strong and familiar
scenes associated with Christmas. A feature of this medallion is the
laser frosting on the cloaks of the three kings. We have combined laser
precision with traditional sculpting techniques to create a finish that
would delight even Ebenezer Scrooge.
The 2008 design is created by well known coin designer Peter Soobik,
coin collectors will remember Peter for many of his past coin designs
featured in earlier Mint Issues.
The 24ct gold plated medallion is a large 40 mm in diameter and encased
in a bezel making it a premier Christmas decoration in July or December.
The Medallion comes flat packed and ready to be sent to loved ones
anywhere and also included is a gift card that you can personalise.
Price (inc GST):

$26.00

802270

2007 Christmas Medallion still available in limited quantities,
so start a family tradition today.

GREAT GIFT IDEA FOR BABY’S FIRST CHRISTMAS!
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100 years – The first
Australian Coat of Arms
The Royal Australian Mint continues to commemorate
significant Australian historical events.
On 7th May 1908, King Edward VII granted a Coat of Arms to the
Commonwealth of Australia. The Mint has marked this 100 year
anniversary with a $1 Fine Silver Proof coin. Including a subtle
variation and for the very first time on a silver proof coin,
a ‘C’ mintmark denoting Canberra as its minting location.
An uncirculated $1 ‘C’ mintmark is also now available, these two coins
are the only true mintmark coins produced by the Royal Australian Mint.
The 2008 coin design from the National Mint has an element of
Australia’s original Coat of Arms. Depicting the Kangaroo and Emu,
supporting a shield displaying the cross of St George, standing on
a grassy mound, this original Coat of Arms was used until 1912.
The $1 Fine Silver coin is a recommended addition to any Australian
themed coin collection, especially if you already own the One Florin
coin from the 1998 Master Pieces in Silver set.

New release – 2008 ‘M’ for Melbourne privymark
$1 coin now available
2008 $1 Fine Silver Proof Mintmark Coin 801864
Price (inc GST):

$40.00

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 3/8 Troy oz, 25.00 mm, Proof, 12,500, Royal Australian Mint Designers

2008 $1 ‘C’ Mintmark Coin 801640
2008 $1 ‘S’ Privymark Coin 801644
2008 $1 ‘B’ Privymark Coin 801648
2008 $1 ‘M’ Privymark Coin 801648
Price (inc GST):

$2.75

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, Royal Australian Mint Designers
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2008 $10 Gold Proof Coin
The $10 gold proof coin features the A, as the centrepiece as does the 2008
centenary logo. The design salutes the past via reference to the badge
worn on Australian and Australasian jerseys during a number of seasons
in the first decade of the code. This coin has been specifically designed for
those who appreciate precision, craftsmanship and fine quality in their
coin finish. It’s outstanding value for gold with a mintage this low too.
BUY NOW, LIMITED TO 2 PER CUSTOMER
Price (inc GST):

$210.00

801874

LO
MINTAWG

E!

Nominal Specifications: $10, Au 99.99%, 1/10 Troy oz, 17.53 mm, Proof, 3,000, V. Gottwald

2008 $5 Fine Silver Proof Coin
The design on this coin celebrates the present by capturing a dynamic
cover tackle. It could also epitomise how Rugby League began, breaking
away from the establishment onto its way of forging into a premier
winter sport. This coin is minted in more than one ounce of the finest
quality silver and perfectly displayed in an especially themed case, that
includes an exclusive scrolling banner with antique finish. This is an ideal
gift for fans, players and sporting memorabilia collectors of all ages.
Price (inc GST):

$65.00

801876

FATHER
’S
DAY

Nominal Specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 1 & 1/7 Troy oz, 38.74 mm, Proof, 10,000, V. Gottwald

2008 $1 Uncirculated Coin
The 2008 $1 uncirculated coin is strong and simply stunning, using the
official Centenary of Rugby League logo as the centrepiece, with a vibrant
fanned background, reflecting Rugby League’s desire to inspire the future.
Already popular among younger collectors and those football fans wanting
an inexpensive memento of Rugby League’s incredible journey thus far.
Price (inc GST):

$12.95

801878

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald
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GREAT
VALUE
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Centenary of Scouts Australia
2008 Scouts $1 Circulating Rolled Coin
On February 2008 as part of Founder’s Day, the Honourable Senator
Nick Sherry, joined with former Governor General Sir William Dean,
National President of Scouts Australia and Mr John Ravenhall AM,
Chief Commissioner of Scouts Australia in launching the new 2008
$1 circulating coin, marking the centenary of scouting in Australia.
Responding to our collectors demand for rolled coin, we now offer
our 2008 Scouts $1 Rolled Coin. Once again these coins are wrapped
in exclusive Royal Australian Mint paper. The Australian Spirit Flame, a
pivotal scouting symbol, is captured as the centrepiece to this resplendent
coin design. This is a perfect companion to the APEC rolled coin from 2007.

NOW AVAILABLE, NO LIMITS APPLY.
Price (inc GST):

$29.95

802349

Nominal Specifications: 20 x $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Circulated, Unlimited, C. Goodall

50 cent Cu/Ni Uncirculated Coin
An inexpensive way of owning and commemorating the scouting
centenary (see yourself, in this coin design, featuring some of the
hallmarks of scouting; outdoor activities, community engagement and
a vision for the future). A coin that not only looks the part but a worthy
addition to your uncirculated 50 cent collection.
Price (inc GST):

$4.95

801870

Nominal Specifications: 50c, Cu/Ni, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, C. Goodall

2008 Postal Numismatic Cover & 50 cent Uncirculated Centenary
of Scouts still available.

Why not surprise an
old scouting Buddy or
reward a good scout and
give as gift today
15
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2008 $10 Gold Proof Coin
Those born in the Year of the Rat tend to be forthright, generous, and
at the forefront of the action. An impressive 99.99% pure gold brings this
coin to life with its intricate and detailed 2008 design.
Price (inc GST):

$175.00 801594

Great Price
Low Mintage

Nominal Specifications: $10, Au 99.9%, 1/10 Troy oz, 17.53 mm, Proof, 2,500, V. Gottwald

2008 $1 Fine Silver Proof Coin
People born in the Year of the Rat are described as opportunists.
The $1 fine silver proof coin provides an opportunity to own or to
give a coin that has been created with a blend of traditional and
contemporary Asian styles. Packaged in a red case, which symbolises
good luck and perfectly complements your Fine Silver Proof collection.
Price (inc GST):

$40.00 801592

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 3/8 Troy Oz, 25.00 mm, Proof, 10,000, V. Gottwald

2008 $1 Uncirculated Coin
The Rat is the first in the lunar cycle, beginning the sequence that will
recur every twelfth year, making it an ideal gift to those born in 2008,
1996, 1984, 1972… The Chinese say those born in these years make
good advisors. Take our advice and buy several coins to give out to
family and friends to ensure a prosperous 2008.
We even provide a red envelope with every coin, to symbolise luck
and wealth or Hong Bao in the Chinese tradition.
Price (inc GST):

$12.95 801590

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/ Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald
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2008 $5 Silver Proof Coin
International Polar Year 2007–2008
The Australian International Polar Year coins are part of a
Royal Australian Mint series. The first $5 fine silver proof coin in
the series features the majestic image of the Antarctic Skua in flight.
The background image shows the Australian Antarctic Territory with
location details of several key scientific base camps.
The $5 fine silver proof coin has been created with truly modern
innovation, using a unique gradient shading effect built up of radial
lines. This effect having been perfected by the Mint is rarely, if ever,
seen on a coin. With the added sharp degree of detail from our proof
finish, these Polar Series coins will become highly collectable and an
admirable addition to any silver proof collection.
2007 $1 Uncirculated Coin SOLD OUT, don’t miss your
opportunity to secure the $5 Silver Proof Skua, order today!
Price (inc GST):

$65.00

801588

Nominal Specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 1 & 1/7 Troy oz, 38.74 mm, Proof, 12,500, W. Pietranik

Polar Series coins are being
collected all over the world
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Fine Silver Proof
2008 YEAR SET
Silver has always been surrounded by mystery, with people intrigued
by its strange gleam. The 2008 Fine Silver Year Set will also leave you in
awe. From the detailed designs of the $1 and 20 cent piece, the stunning
mirror finish, to the presentation case featuring a very distinctive planet
earth centrepiece.
Coin designer Vladimir Gottwald and the dedicated Mint production
team have again combined precision and their meticulous attention to
craftsmanship to produce a silver proof coin set of unsurpassed quality.
This set is the only way of securing both the themed $1 and the
20 cent piece in one complete six coin year set. Both coin designs capture
powerful images as a reminder of this nation’s environmental fragility.
Price (inc GST):

$255.00 801890

1,000 also available in exclusive packaging prepared for the
Berlin World Money Fair.
Price (inc GST):

$280.50 801893

Nominal Specifications
Denomination
Mass(g)
Diameter(mm)

5c
3.24
19.4

10c
6.57
23.60

20c
13.36
28.52

Metal: Fine Silver 99.9%
Finish: Proof 		
				

50c
18.24
31.5

$1
11.66
25.00

$2
8.55
20.50

Mintage: 6,000
Inc WMF packaging

Limited quantites of the 2007 Fine Silver Year Set still available
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“It appears to me that there is a major disconnect between the scientific
evidence and wider community perception as to what we are risking.
Further, the time period between now and when the risk of massive
national and global impacts can be avoided is rapidly closing”
Graeme Pearman – Monash University
The Australian Climate Group 2008

2008 Two Coin Uncirculated Set
Featuring a special themed International Year of Planet Earth $1 coin,
and a standard design 20 cent piece, both in uncirculated finish.
Price (inc GST):

$15.00 802885

Coins included
in 2008 Two Coin
Unc Set

2008 Two Coin Proof Set
This set features a special International Year of Planet Earth themed
20 cent piece, with a standard $1 coin design, both in proof finish.
Price (inc GST):

$45.00 803350

2008 Six Coin Uncirculated Set
The powerful images of tsunami, plate movement and salinity are
captured on the reverse of the 20 cent piece a real showpiece of this set.
Price (inc GST):

$ 26.50

802890

Coins included
in 2008 Two Coin
Proof Set

2008 Six Coin Proof Set
The $1 is the jewel in the crown of the six coin proof set, depicting a
prevailing image of the fragility of our landscape and the awareness
needed in managing the immediate impacts of climate change.
Price (inc GST):

$95.00

803360

Nominal Specifications *International Year of Planet Earth themed coins designed by: V. Gottwald
Metal
Denomination
Mass (g)
Diameter (mm)

Cupro Nickel				
5c
10c
20c
50c
2.83
5.65
11.30
15.55
19.41
23.60
28.52
31.51

Al/Bronze
$1
9.00
25.00

$2
6.60
20.50

$1 included in 2008
Six Coin Proof Set
20c included in 2008
Six Coin Unc Set
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2008 Wedding Coin Collection
A gift to stand the test of time
In traditional times, it was thought good luck to give
coins to the happy couple. The 2008 Wedding Coin
collection offers that opportunity to create your very
own piece of nostalgia, a gift that will be appreciated
for its time honoured significance.
The Wedding set contains six 2008 uncirculated coins in
a very distinguished gem finish, beautifully presented
in its own wood trim case, including a nickel-silver
inscription plaque, for your own personal message.
Price (inc GST):

$77.00 802120

For Nominal Specifications see Year Sets (page 19).
All coins in the 2008 Wedding Coin Collection are
Gem Uncirculated finish.
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A long time favourite, the 2008 Baby Coin sets feature the popular
theme of the classic Australian story the Magic Pudding, a perfect
memento for all 2008 babies.
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2008 Proof Australian Baby Coin Set
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The proof set features all six standard circulating coin designs, in an
exceptional proof finish that remains looking new, year after year. Included
is a medallion with the cheeky image of the Magic Pudding character, which
you can personalise for that special baby.
ADDED BONUS This is the only proof set with all standard
circulating coin designs marked 2008.
Price (inc GST):

$95.00 803361

2008 Unc Australian Baby Coin Set
The showpiece of this set is the $1 coin, featuring a portrait of the
Magic Pudding creator Norman Lindsay, accompanied by a delightful
montage of his story book characters. This set is presented in colourful flat
packaging, making it suitable for posting to family and friends anywhere.
Price (inc GST):

$30.50

802891

Special $1 design in this set

$1 Designer: V. Gottwald
For Nominal Specifications
see Year Sets (page 19).

Av a i

This theme will
change in 2009.
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2008 $5 Silver Proof Coin
30 Years of Northern Territory Government
The fifth release in this series now recognises the first of the territories
– 30 years of self-government in the Northern Territory with an equally
stunning $5 silver proof coin.
The Northern Territory took shape slowly as an independent territory.
South Australia took over responsibility for it in 1863, but relinquished
the territory to the federal government in 1911. The territory was then
governed by Commonwealth administrators until 1974, when a Northern
Territory elected Legislative Assembly was created. Full internal selfgovernment under a unicameral system followed in 1978.
If you have collected all the State series coins so far, then this new addition
will be another star in a fine collection, and yours to own today!
Price (inc GST):

$65.00

802088

2007 & 2006 $5 Silver Proof Coin
150 Years of State Government – South
Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, New South Wales.
All these $5 silver proof coins are struck in fine silver and are a
permanent reminder of the milestones in celebrating Australia’s rich
history of State Government development, and the creation of a
parliament within each of the colonies.
Nominal Specifications x 5: $5, Ag 99.9%, 1&1/7 Troy oz, 38.74 mm, Proof, 12,500, W. Pietranik
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ICONS OF THE
COMMONWEALTH
For the first time ever, we have collaborated with our fellow
Commonwealth Royal Mints. Inspired by each of our extraordinary
individual gold coins, we present to you an original set we call “Icons
of the Commonwealth”.
This majestic set features the 2008 signature gold coins of each
nation; the previously sold out 1/ 5 oz Kangaroo at Sunset from the
Royal Australian Mint, the ¼ oz St George Gold Sovereign, by the
Royal Mint and the Canadian Royal Mint’s ¼ oz Gold Maple Leaf.

This will be the only gold coin set from the
Royal Australian Mint in 2008!
This set has been well admired by international collectors since its
official unveiling at the Berlin World Money Fair in January 2008
and yours to own today!

This is a rare opportunity to purchase some of the
best gold coins ever made!
Price (inc GST):

$1695.00 801880

Nominal Specifications
2500 Mintage

Gold Kangaroo at Sunset

UK Gold Sovereign

Gold Maple Leaf Coin

Denomination
Metal
Mass
Diameter
Finish
Designers

AU $25
.9999% Au
1
/5 oz
21.69 mm
Proof
Wojciech Pietranik

Sovereign
.9167% Au
¼ oz
22.05 mm
Proof
Benedetto Pistrucci

CAD $10
.9999% Au
¼ oz
20.00 mm
Bullion
Royal Canadian Mint Engravers

VERY LIMITED QUANTITIES REMAIN
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Australian Decimal Currency Montage
The Royal Australian Mint has commissioned
this montage of Australian decimal currency.
Handsomely framed and limited to only
250, this set contains uncirculated notes,
and captures the modern direction in new
uncirculated coin designs.
This collection contains a 1991 $5 note, a 1985
$2 note and a 1982 $1 note, all designed by
Gordon Andrews with their original release
in 1964. Compared to the previous currency
notes these new designs were more clearly
Australian and captured the country’s history
and contribution to the wider world; they also
gave more prominent recognition to Aboriginal
culture, women and our unique environment.
The coins represented are a 2006 $1 Mob
of Roo’s, which replaced the $1 note in 1984
and a 2007 Queen Elizabeth II $2 coin which
replaced the $2 note in 1988.

Price (inc GST):

The Australian Decimal Currency Montage
will be a permanent reminder of our rich
numismatic history and a great source of
conversation for many years to come.

9915982

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited
Nominal Specifications: $2, Al/Br, 6.60 g, 20.50 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited

Royal Australian Mint
1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon - Fri EDT (cost of local call Australia-wide)
International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953
Mail: Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au
Contact details:
Tel:
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N.B - Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated

